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ABSTRACT.  Let R be a commutative ring and S a multiplicatively closed

subset of R having no zero divisors.  The pair (.R, S) is said to be stable if the

ring of fractions of R, S    R, defined by S is a ring for which all finitely generated

projective modules are free.   For a stable pair (R, S) assume 2 is a unit in R and

V is a free R-module of dimension > 3.  This paper examines the action of a

group automorphism of GL(V) (the general linear group) on the elementary

matrices relative to a basis B of V.   In the case that R is a local ring, a Euclidean

domain, a connected semilocal ring or a Dedekind domain whose quotient field is

a finite extension of the rationals, we obtain a description of the action of the

automorphism on all elements of GL(V).

(I). Introduction. Let F be a ring and GLn(R) the general linear group of «

by « invertible matrices over F. If A is a group automorphism of GLn(R) then a

basic problem is that of obtaining a description of the action of A on elements of

GLn(R).
First, what are the standard automorphisms?  If o: F -*■ F is a ring auto-

morphism then clearly a induces an isomorphism of the « by « matrix ring (R)n

-*■ (R)n and since a unit maps to a unit we obtain an automorphism GLn(R) —>

GLn(R) where A -* A". For A in GLn(R) we also have A -* A* where A* =

(A*)~x (transpose-inverse). Each Q in GLn(R) provides an inner-automorphism

A -* QAQ~X. Finally, for suitable group morphisms x: GLn(R) -*• center(GF„(F))

then A -*■ x(A)A is a group automorphism. Precisely, if A is an automorphism of

GLn(R) then does

A(A) = x(A)QAaQ~x    for alM in GLn(R)

or

ALA) = x(A)QA*°Q-x    for aU A in GLn(R)

for a suitably chosen Q, \ and a?

The answer is essentially yes if F is a commutative field (Schreier and

van der Waerden, 1928 [15]), a division ring (Dieudonné, 1951 [6]), the rational

integers (Hua and Reiner, 1951 [7]), a principal ideal domain (Landin and Reiner,
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1957 [9]), a domain (O'Meara, 1968 [11]) and a local ring (Pomfret and

McDonald, 1972 [14] and Keenan, 1965 [8]).

By "essentially" it is often assumed that the ring has sufficient number of

elements, 2 is a unit and n > 3. The case n = 2 is very difficult. A striking

result here by Cohn [4] is that if A is any free associative algebra over a commu-

tative field k on at most countably many free generators then GL2(A) is isomor-

phic to GL2(k[X]). A recent paper by Dull summarizes and extends the known

results [17] for« = 2.

The point of departure for this paper is the observation that each of the

above rings or a suitable ring of fractions of the ring has aU its projective modules

free. We also work only with a commutative ring as the scalar ring. Let R be a

commutative ring and S a multiplicative subset of/? containing no zero divisors.

The pair </?, S) is caUed stable if the ring of fractions S~XR has all projective

modules free.

§(II) deals with free modules over R and R = S~XR for a stable pair </?, S)

and basic definitions and concepts.

§(IV) concerns the description of the automorphisms of GLn(R). The

approach is essentiaUy that of Yen [16] and Pomfret and McDonald [14] with

more care about zero divisiors, that is, we mount an attack on the group EB(V)

of elementary matrices relative to a basis B of V.  Precisely, we let A be an auto-

morphism of G where G is a group satisfying EB(V) G G G GL(V), e.g. special

linear group, group of transvections, etc. Unfortunately, the obstruction to this

approach is that EB(V) is not normal in GL(V) and we faU short in achieving a

complete description of the action of the automorphism A on an element of G.

In our opinion this is as far as the group EB(V) can be exploited in the automor-

phism problem. Perhaps an alternate approach which may prove fruitful would be

to utUize the stable pair setting in O'Meara's ([11 ], [12] ) beautiful treatment of the

domain case. Here the action of A is first examined on the group transvections T(V)

of F (which is normal). Indeed, we obtain complete results when T(V) = EB(V).

(II). Basic concepts. Let R denote a commutative ring and S a multiplica-

tively closed subset of R containing no zero divisors. We will say that the pair

</?, S) is stable if the ring of fractions of/? defined by S, denoted S~XR, is a ring

for which aU finitely generated projective modules are free. The foUowing are

stable pairs

(a) </?, S) where R is a domain and S = R - {0}. Here S~XR is the field

of fractions of/?.

(b) </?, S) where R is a domain and S the complement of a prime ideal.

(c) </?, S) where /? is a ring having all projective modules free and S =

units of/?, e.g. /? a local ring, a connected semüocal ring or a principal ideal

domain. Here S~XR = R.
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(d) (F, 5) where 5 is the complement of the zero divisors provided the

zero divisiors Z form an ideal.  Recall S~XR is local where 5 = F - Z if and only

if Z is an ideal.

(e) <F, 5> where F is Noetherian and 5 is the complement of the zero divi-

sors provided S~XR is connected, i.e. S~XR has only trivial idempotents.  In this

case, S~XR is always semilocal [3, p. 120], however S~XR must be connected

for projective modules to be free [3, p. 113].

Let (F, 5> be stable. Then 5-1R = {r/s\r in F, s in 5} where rx/sx = r2/s2

if rxs2 = sxr2 since 5 has no zero divisors. Further, 5_1F is a ring under the

usual operations.  The injective ring morphism r -*■ r/1 embeds F as a subring of

S~XR.

Let Vbe a free F-module with basis {bx, . . . , bn}. Then S~XV = {v/s\v

in V, s in 5} where mxjsx = m2\s2 if SjWij = s2mx is a free 5_1F-module with

basis {bx/l, . . . , ô„/l} under the natural operations. We consider V C S~x Kby

v -*■ d/1 .  If a: F —*■ V is an F-morphism, then a extends to an 5~'F-morphism

a: S-x V -* 5" » F by ö(t>/s) = a(u)/s.

We adopt the following notation and assumptions for the remainder of this

paper:

(a) (F, 5> is a stable pair,

(b) F is a free F-module of F-dimension « > 2,

(c) R denotes S~XR,

(d) F denotes 5~ XV.

The dual module of F will be denoted by F*, the F-morphisms of F by

End(F), and the invertible F-morphisms of Kby GL(V) (the general linear group).

The special linear group SL(V) = {a in Gi(F)|det(a) = 1}. Occassionally we

subscript this notation to stress the scalar ring, e.g. GLR(V) rather than GL(V).

Let ip: F—»■ F be a surjective F-morphism. Then F splits as V=* ker(«p)

© F. Since projective modules over F are free, H = ker(^) is a free F-submodule

of V of dimension « - 1, i.e. H is a hyperplane.   If a is in F and <pa = 0 define

ra^: F-* F by ra ^(x) = x + <p(x)a.  The mapping Ta>¥> is called a transvection

with vector a and hyperplane H.

(II.1). Lemma, (a) ra>v, = 1 if and only if a = 0.

(b) OTa¡pa-x = roaJo.x for all a in GL(V).

(c) ra,<f7b,<p ~ Ta + b,<fi-

An element a of F is called unimodular if the F-submodule Ra of F is a

direct summand of F (thus Ra is free and a is an element of a basis for F).

(II.2). Lemma. For a in V the following are equivalent:

(a) Ra is a direct summand of V.
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(b) There is a <p in V* with 0(a) = 1.

(c) The map R -* V by r-* rais split injective.

(d)Ifa = axbx+'''+ anbn for a basis {bx,. . . , bn) of V then (ax,

...,an) = R.

(e) 77ze element a may be extended to a basis of V .

If Taxf = rb^ where a is unimodular, then ¡p(x)a = ty(x)b for aU x in V.

Since if> and ^ are surjective, there exist s and t in R with a = sb and b = ta.

Thus a = sta and st = 1 since a is unimodular. Hence b is unimodular.  Finally

<p(x) = t\p(x) for all x in V.

(II.3). Lemma. Let a be unimodular and r     =É 1. T«e« ra(p = r01¿, i/

a«£f only if there is a unit t with a = t~xb and <p = r\!/.

Suppose Taip has hyperplane H with basis bx, . . . , 6„_j where bx, . . . ,bn

is a basis for F. Then t     is the identity on H and Ta¡lfi(bn) — Z>„ is in //.  Thus,

if ra ^(¿n) = a,ôi + • • • + OLn_xbn_x + bn then t has a matrix representation

of the form

[~1     0 • • • ax

0     1

1 an-l

0 0 1

and the determinant det(r) = 1. This, together with (II.l)(b) implies that the

group T(V) of transvections in GL(V) is a normal subgroup of SL(V).

Let B = {bx, .. ., bn) be a basis for V. When we interpret the above

groups as groups of matrices relative to a basis, we write GLn(R) for GL(V),

SLn(R) for SL(V) and Tn(R) for T(V). Let 5 have a dual basis {**, ...,**}- B*.

By an elementary transvection relative to B we mean a transvection of the

form TXb.b*. The group generated by elementary transvections relative to B is

denoted by ¿"¿(F) (or En(R) when the basis is fixed).

A radiation on V is an /?-morphism ar where ar(x) = rx for aU x in V.

Let RL(V) (RLn(R) for a specified basis) denote the group of radiations.

Finally, for a given basis B = {bx,. . . ,bn) a dilation is an /?-morphism

dK: V-+ V where dx(b¡) = b¡ for / # « and rfx(ô„) = Xö„. Let G¿B(F) be

generated by EB(V) and öß(K). To place this in perspective we record the fol-

lowing fact.
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(II.4). Theorem,   (a) If R is a Euclidean domain, a local ring or a semi-

local ring and S = R* then GL(V) = GEB(V) for any basis B with \B\ > 2  (ßass

[2, VI).
(b) If R is a Dedekind domain whose quotient field is a finite extension of

the rationals and S = R - {0} then GL(V) = GEB(V) for \B\ > 3 (GL(V) defined

below) (Bass [2, VI]).

If we fix a basis F of F then there is a natural bijection between the set of

free F-bases of F and GL(V) under a -*• B' where B' = oB. Thus we may index

Eß(V) by a 'n GL(V). To illustrate our discussion

GUV)

(**)

RL(V)

D0(V) Ea(V) (for each a in GL(V)).

The general linear group GL(V) under conjugation acts as a transitive transforma-

tion group on {Ea(V)\o in GL(V)}. If the orbit of {Ea(V)} consists of only one

element, then E0(V) = Eß(V) for all a and ß. Thus Ea(V) is normal in GL(V)

and T(V) = Ea(V). In general, T(V) = \Ja Ea(V).

Let M be an F-submodule of V. Define

GL(M) = {a in GL(V)\ oM = M},      SL(M) = GL(M) n SL(V),

T(M) = GL(M) n T(V),      RL(M) = GL(M) D RL(V).

Our principal concern is when M = V.  The main purpose of this paper is a des-

cription of the group isomorphisms A: Ea(V) -*• G/,(F). If GE0(V) = GL(V)

and A is an automorphism of GL(V), we are then able to completely characterize

the form of A.

(III). Automorphisms of TLndR(V). The ring automorphisms of Endfi(F)

are well known when R = R and hence V = V. This short section illustrates the

theory for stable pairs.

A set {Ffj}, 1 < i, / < «, of elements of End(F) is a set of matrix units if

(a) F,7 = Flm only if / = /, / = m.

(b) FtfFlm = SnF,m (S = Kronecker delta).

(c) S/ Fif = / (/ = identity on V).

Observe GL(V) carries sets of matrix units into sets of matrix units under conju-
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gation.  If B = {bx, . . . , bn) is a basis for F then {E¡f} given by £'&/.¿>J- = S¡¡bk

is a set of matrix units called the standard matrix units relative to B.

(III.l). Theorem. The general linear group GL(V) is transitive under con-

jugation on the sets of matrix units in End(K), i.e. if {F¡f¡ and {G¡f) are two sets

of matrix units then there is a a in GL(V) with oF¡o~x = E¡,, 1 < i, j < n.

Proof.  Let {bx, . . . , bn) be a basis of V and {E,f) the standard matrix

units relative to this basis.  Let {F¡f} be an arbitrary set of matrix units in End(K).

By (b) and (c) of the definition of matrix units, it is easy to see that V = Fxl V

© • • • © FnX V. But each Fn V is projective, hence free. By uniqueness of

dimension of free modules over commutative rings we have dim(Fix V) = 1 for

1 < i < n.

Let L¡ = Fix V then Ff¡\L¡: L¡ -L¡ and FU\L. ° Ftj\Lj = identity. Thus

Fj¡\L.: L¡ -*■ Lj is an /{-isomorphism.

Let ¿j = Rb. Then F=fb is an Ä-basis for Lj. Let c, = b and c.- = Ffb for

/ > 2. We have {cx, . . . , cn) an /{-basis for V. Now define o in GL(V) by o(c¡)

— b¡ for 1 < i < n.

Consider

(oF¡jO-x)(bk) = oF¡jCk = oF¡jFkxb = a(8jkFnb) = Sjko(c¡) = dJkb¡ = E¡j(bk)

finishing the proof.

(III.2). Theorem, ¿er A: Endß(K) -> EndÄ(F) be a ring automorphism.

Then there is a ring automorphism o: R —*■ R and a ß in GLR(V) such that A(cy)

= ß-xQ°ßfor all a in End(F) where ifa= [atj] then a0 = [o(au)].

Proof. Let o be induced by the restriction of A to the center of End(K).

Select a basis with standard matrix units {E¡f). Then a = Sf y a¡iE¡, and

A(a) = ZA(auEij) = ZMetijOAEa = Z<Kot„)AElf.

But, if F¡¡ = A¿;.y then {F¡f) is a set of matrix units. By (III.l) ß/^fT1 = E¡¡

for some ß in GLR(V). Thus

A(a) = £0^)0-%fß = ß~x(Z <*a¡j)E¡¡)ß = ß-xa°ß.

We first make some remarks on the hypothesis that (/?, S) be stable, in par-

ticular, that S~XR = R have all projectives free. This was utüized to assure Fn V

=« R in the proof of (III.l) which was the key to the above theorem.

Let ¿ = Fxx V. Without the hypothesis on R, L is a projective module of

rank 1, i.e. each localization Lp at a prime P of /? is free of dimension 1.  Recall

Fic(R) is the projective class group of isomorphism classes of projective rank 1

/{-modules where if [Lx] and [¿2] represent the classes of Lx and ¿2 then [¿,]

° [¿2I = [¿1 ®R ¿21 *s tne 8rouP operation with identity [R].
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Since FXXV'<* F¡XV, V ̂  L © • • • © L («-summands). Now compute the

«th exterior product of F.  Since F is free of dimension «, A"(F) at R.  But

A"(L ©•••©/,) = L ® • • ■ ® L.  Thus the order of [L] divides « in Pic(F).

Thus to force L =* F we may replace the hypothesis that F has all projective

modules free by the hypothesis that Pic(F) has no nontrivial elements of order

dividing n [see [3, pp. 152-153, Exercise #21]].  It is not obvious that this weaker

hypothesis is sufficient to obtain the automorphisms for the general linear group.

We now examine the "inner" part of A in (III.2). For a in GL(V) let i>CT

denote the inner-automorphism a -* o~xoto of End^(F). The question is, "For

what o does *ff(EndÄ(F)) C EndÄ(K)?"

Let W he an F-submodule of F. We say that a in GL(V) is on W if aW = W.

Recall an F-submodule T of F = S~XR is

(a) fractional if there is a X in F with XT ÇR;

(b) invertible if there is an F-submodule 7" of F with FF' = F. Here T'

is called the inverse of F and written T~x.

Note a finitely generated F-submodule of F is fractional.

Suppose a in GL(V) is on W a finitely generated F-submodule of V. If T

is an F-submodule of F then a(FH0 Ç F1V.  Similarly a" ' (FWO Ç TW.   Thus

a(riV) = TW and GLR(W) C G/,fi(FlV). On the other hand, if T is invertible

then GLR(TW) C GLR(TXTW) C GLR(W). Thus for T invertible GLR(TW) =

GLR(W). Therefore, if a in GLR(V) is such that aV = TV where F is an inver-

tible F-submodule of F then since GLR(TV) = GLR(V) we have a~xao in

EndÄ(F) for all a in Endß(F). That is, 4>0(End(F)) C End(K)-

We now show the converse is true.  Suppose a is in GL(V) and <I>a(End(K))

Ç End(K).  Let {bx, . . . , bn} be an F-basis for V.  Let x be unimodular in F.

The coefficient of x is ,4^ = {a in FI ax is in V}. Observe

(a) Ax is an F-submodule of F,

(b) Ax is nondegenerate, i.e. RAX = F,

(c) if a is invertible in G£(P"), then Ax = y4o;(..

Define E^: V-* VhyE¡¡(bk) = 6^6,. (standard matrix units).  Then Eix:

bx -*■ b¡ determines an F-isomorphism Rbx -*■ Rb¡ satisfying ab¡ = EiX(abx) for

all a in F with inverse Eu\Rb. (as in the proof of (III.l)).

We have * f£.) = a-xLo in End(F) and a_1F.,oL _, t : Ra~lb,-*

Ra~xb¡ is an F-isomorphism preserving scalar multiplication by elements in F.

Thus yl _i u   = A _t t .

Set F = /I _.     . Then Fa-1ô. + • • • + Ba~xb„ C V.  We claim this is
o    lbx i "

an equality.  It suffices to show for each/ that b- is in Ba~xbx + • • • + Bo~xbn.

Let ofy = 2f a¡jb¡ where a/;- are in F. Then since ô;- = o~x(ab¡) = S; aija~xbi,

it is sufficient to show each atj is in F.  If each cx¡¡ is in F then aV = BV.

Fix i and /.  Then $a(Exi) = aExia~x is in End(K).  Thus
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*o(Eii)(bj) = (oZuO-'^kjO-'bk) - «u°h

is in V. Hence af/ is in B = Aabl. Thus Bo~xbx + • • • + Bo~1bn = K  It is

easy to see the sum is direct. Thus V =* B © • • • © B (n summands). Thus B

is a projective /?-module. Hence by [3, p. 117, Theorem 4] B is invertible.

(III.3). Theorem. Let o be in GL(V). Then the inner-automorphism i»a

cames EndÄ(F) into EndR(F) if and only if oV= TV where Tis an invertible

R-submodule ofR.

We now examine the ring automorphism ß: R -*■ R in (III.2) and its rela-

tion to S. The set S is fully invariant under Aut(/?) if o(S) = S for o in Aut(/?).

Stable pairs (/?, 5> where this occurs are, for example:

(a) /? = domain, S = nonzero divisors.

(b) /? = local, connected semüocal or a principal ideal domain, S = units

of/?.

If S is fully invariant under Aut(/?) then a in Aut(/?) extends to ö in

Aut(£) by ö(r/s) = o(r)lo(s).

On the other hand, if 5 is an automorphism of/? then the restriction map

ö -+ ö|Ä determines an injective ring morphism ö\R: R -*R. Let /(/?) denote

the stablizer of/? under |Ä, i.e. /(/?) = {ö in Aut(R)|ö|Ä is in Aut(/?)}. If Í2 =

{Jß ß(R) (ß extends over Aut(£)), then Aut(R) is transitive on Í2 and |S2| =

[Aut(R): I(R)]. The ker( \R) = {5 in Aut(Ä)| ö|Ä = identity} = AutR(R).

But R = S~XR.  Thus if o\R = identity then d = 1 (r = (r/s)s implies ö(r)

= ö(r/s)ö(s). Hence if ö|Ä = 1, r = ö(r/s)s and 5 = 1). Hence AutÄ(Ä) = 1.

Returning to A(a) = ß~xa°ß, suppose S is fully invariant.  Let GI(V) = {ß

in GL(V)\ßV= TV and T invertible}.

Note center(G¿(F)) < GI(V). Set PGI(V) = G/(F)/center(G¿(K)). The

automorphism A may be identified with the pah <j3, o) where ß is in GI(V) and a

is in Aut(/?) = /(/?) < Aut(Ä). Then <0,, a,> = (ß2, of> if and only if ßx = i/|î2

for u a unit in Ä and ox = o2. The following result is now straightforward.

(III.5). Theorem.  If S is fully invariant under Aut(R) then Aut(End(F))

is the semidirect product of PGI(V) and /(/?) = Aut(/?).

(TV). Automorphisms of GL(V). In this section we include in our basic

hypothesis on </?, 5>, V and V as stated in (II) the foUowing assumptions:

(a) 2 is a unit in /?,

(b) dim(F)>3,

(c) G denotes a subgroup of GL(V) satisfying EB(V) G G G GL(V) for

some basis B.  For example, G may be EB(V), T(V), SL(V) or GL(V). We let

B = {bx,...,bn).

We let A be an automorphism of G.  For the basis B = {bx, .. ., bn) of V
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our purpose is to determine the action of A on the group EB(V) of elementary

matrices in G. In certain cases this permits the description of A on G.

It was noted in the last section that the hypothesis on F was only necessary

to force the images of elementary matrix units to behave properly. Once the

images of involutions in this section have been satisfactorily described the remain-

ing theorems and proofs require only that F be a connected (i.e. has only trivial

idempotents) ring with 2 a unit.

If B = [bx,. . . , bn} is a basis of F and F = {p,a, . . .} is a set of F-mor-

phisms of V, we write (P)§ for the elements of F represented as matrices relative

to the basis B. Iff = {p} we write (p)B for (P)§.

An element a in End(F) is an involution if a2 = 1. If a is an involution,

we may associate to a a positive and negative eigen-module:

P(a) = {x in F|ox = x},     N(o) = {x in F|ox = -x}.

Clearly N(o) C\ P(o) = 0 since 2 is a unit. Further, for x in F, x = l/2(x - a(x))

+ l/2(x + o(x)), i.e. V = P(a)+ N(a). Hence V = P(o)® N(a) and since F has

all its projective modules free, P(a) and A(a) are free. Thus we may select a basis

for P(a) and N(a) so that a has a matrix of the form

[': :,]

where t = dixn(N(a)), n - t = dixn(P(a)) and Is denotes an s by s identity matrix.

(IV.l). Lemma. Let a be an involution in GL(V). Then there is a basis B

of Vsuch that (o)B =/„_,© (-/,).

An involution having an associated matrix relative to some basis of the form

/„_, © (-/f) is said to be of type (t, n - t).

Let B = {5j.bn} denote a basis of F. Let Zg denote the set of ele-

ments a in GL(V) such that a(B¡) = ±b¡ for 1 < / < «. An element of 2¿ is an

involution and any two elements of 2g commute.

(IV.2). Lemma. Let {atYi==x be a collection ofpairwise commuting involu-

tions in GL(V). Then there is a basis B of Vsuch that o¡ is in 2¿ for Ki<r.

Proof. The proof is a straightforward induction on the cardinality r of

W/=i.
(IV.3). Corollary, (a) There are at most ("t) elements in any collection

ofpairwise commuting involutions of type (t, n - t).

(b) In any set ofpairwise commuting involutions there are at most 2"

elements.
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Let B = {bx, . . . , bn) be any basis of V. Define i^f/. (i </) in EB(V) by

^¡j(bk) = -bk if k = i, / and ^¡¡(bk) = bk if k =£ i, j.  It should be observed that

the family \]/.j (i <j) are actually elements of EB(V). To see this note t/fy =

(TB- 5*T-2b- E*)2 wnere tne T's are elementary transvections defined in (II).

Then {i///;|l </</<«} is a set of (2) pairwise commuting involutions of type

(2, n - 2) in 2¿.  Further, \rV|..-^/-Jt = ^ijt. We denote the above set {i//f} by *¿

for the basis B.  Finally, we note the \¡/¡ ■ are conjugate under EB(V). For example,

if ° = T-bj,b;Tbi,b¡T-Sí.b¡ then rtisO-1 = fy, (s * i, /).

(IV.4). Theorem, ¿er A: G -*■ G be a group automorphism. Then there

is a basis B of V with AVB =^B. In particular, if tyB = {^¡f) and ^B = {$,,}

then Ai//;/. = \¡j¡j for all i and j.

Proof.  For the basis B, let ^ß = {\¡/¡f). Then AVB = {A\ptj) is a set of

(2) pairwise commuting, distinct, conjugate involutions. Thus, all of Ai//f/- are of

the same type, say (r, n - t). The proof proceeds as [16, Proof of Theorem 5,

pp. 167-169].  A little additional care must be employed in step (5) of the above

proof to index the involutions more carefully before applying a permutation matrix.

The trick is that the (2, n - 2) involutions {\¡/¡ (+1|l < / < n - 1} generate SB

and consequently their images under A wül generate Ai^g).

Before we continue the proof we remark on the method we will use.  His-

torically, three major approaches or techniques have been developed to achieve a

characterization of the automorphisms: (a) The method of involution, e.g. [6],

(b) The O'Meara school or the method of residual spaces, e.g. [12], (c) The

matrix approach or the Chinese school, e.g. [14], [16]. The approaches (a)

(which occurred first) and (b) (which is currently producing wide-ranging results

for the various classical linear groups and their congruence subgroups over domains)

use the given automorphism to establish a projectivity and then employ the Funda-

mental Theorem of Projective Geometry to create a semilinear isomorphism which

is used to create the form of A. The approach (c) is matrix theoretic and does

not invoke the Fundamental Theorem (indeed, from an overview the arguments

appear to reprove the Theorem in each case. However, it is difficult to identify

where the Theorem actually appears in the proofs). The advantage of this highly

computational argument is that in dealing with matrices and their elements, it is

easier to allow a greater variety in the choices of the scalar ring, e.g. allow zero

divisors. This motivated the work in [14] and the current paper. On the other

hand, the arguments of this paper are basically the same as [14] and [16] with

only additional care to show the proofs apply in a more general setting. Thus, for

the next several results we wül state the definitions and theorems and point out

where the proof (or a variation) has already occurred and may be adapted to our

context.  Finally, the hypothesis on R was utilized to assure proper behavior for
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the splittings of F induced by involutions. For the next several results, one needs

only that F have trivial idempotents and 2 a unit.

(IV.5). Lemma. If a, b, c and d are in R and

n-2= -/   and

-ZP2

-d

= 1

then a = d = 0 and c = -b~x.

Proof. Modify slightly [14, Lemma 3.3] or [16, Lemma 3].

flV.6).   Lemma. The polynomial X2 — 1 has only ±1 as its zeros in R.

Proof. The ring F has trivial idempotents and 2 is a unit. Thus X2 — 1

is a separable polynomial.

Let B = {bx, . . . , bn} be any basis of F. We let HB denote the set of

"permutations" in EB(V) given by

%i+i$k) = b~k    foxk*i,i+l,

\H i $t) = -¿Í+1.     »7/,/+1 (bi+ x) = b¡

where 1 < i < « — 1. To see that the r¡¡ ¡+ x axe in EB(V), let / = i + 1 and

note 77,.. = r_5.^r5j>sîT_5iiS*. _

If 5 is the dilation S(5y) = \¡b¡, 1 < i < n, then 5t?,-.f+ x = Tjf /+ jS if and

only if X; = Xi+,.

(IV.7). Theorem. Let A: G -*■ G be a group automorphism.  Then there

is a basis B of V with

(a) A*B = *5,

(b) AHB=HB.

In particular, as in (TVA), A\¡j¡j = \p.}- and Ar¡ii+l = T?f /+1.

Proof.  Modify [14, Theorem 3.4] or the portion of [16, Theorem 6]

from equation (4.1) to equation (4.3). Do not be concerned about our lack of

reference to the case e = — 1 mentioned in both proofs. In the next stage one

shows the case e = — I does not occur, e.g. see last 3 lines of [14, p. 384].

Let B = {bx, . . ., bn} be any basis for V with dual basis B* = {bx,. . . ,

5*}. Recall EB(V) is the group generated by elementary transvections TKb-. ¿*

(X in F) relative to B.

The next step is to examine the image of TKb. b * when X = 1 under the

action of A. This is the most difficult computational step in characterizing the

automorphisms.

(IV.8). Theorem. Let A: G -*■ G be a group automorphism.  Then there
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is a basis B = {Sx,. . . ,bn) of V such that

A(Tb¡,bf) = TB¡.bf   f°r aíl »and j,

or

A(Tz>,., Tbf) - T-b~.,b¡   f°r aU »and j.

Proof. This proof foUows [14, Theorem 3.5] or [16, Theorem 6, from

line (4.3) to §5]. The modifications that are necessary consist of a more careful

examination of the identities

(a) AW2f)2 = /,

00 A(r,12T)3=/,

(c)   A(T?2"3l".23) = Arö1,&5'

where r = Tb   b* (see (2), (3), (4) of [14] or line 7, line 12, line 18 on p. 171

of [16]). In both previous papers these identities were only partiaUy applied.

Carefully writing out the equations, say in [14, Theorem 35] and using (a)(b)(c)

the proof wiU follow.

We can now determine the action of an automorphism of G on the group

EB(V) generated by elementary transvections relative to the basis B.

Let a be in GL(V) and B = {bx,. .., b„) by any basis for V. Suppose

a(b¡) = Ey a-jibj. Then recaU the matrix of a relative to B, i.e. [a/7], is denoted

by (a)B. We let a* denote the element of GL(V) resulting from the transpose

and the inverse applied to a, i.e. a* = (a~x)f. Finally, if a is a ring morphism of

R (or of /?) then aa is the element of GL(V) given by a"(b¡) = Sy o(aji)b¡.

(rv.9). Theorem.   Let A: G -*■ G be a group automorphism.  Then

A\E ,vy. EB(V) -* G is an injective group morphism whose action on a in

EB(V) is described as follows: There is an injective ring morphism a: R-* R and

a basis- B of V such that either

(A(a))¿ = [(a)B ] °   for all ainEB(V)

or

(A(a))¿ = [(c¿)B ] *°   for all a in EB(V).

Proof. Modify [14, Theorem 3.6], by replacing SLn(R) in that statement

by EB(V). Also, in this case, o is only injective.

Let B and B be bases of V. Suppose v and w are .R-morphisms of V and

(v)B = (w)B. This situation may be thought of as foUows:  The group of invert-

ible matrices GLn(R) acts under conjugation as a transitive transformation group

on 8V = {(v)B\B basis of V) which is the set of matrix representations of v rela-

tive to bases of V. To say that (v)B = (w)B means that 6V n 0W + 0. Thus, by

transitivity 0„ = 0-w. More concretely, suppose pB = B. Then, for matrices,

(w)g = (p)(w)b(p~x) = (pwp'1)b- Hence» (vh ~ (w)b " (pwp~1)b and v =

pwp~x since they agree on B.
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Thus, the above theorem may be stated as follows: A(a) = p~xa"p for all

a in EB(V) or A(a) = p-xa*"ß for all a in EB(V) where pB = B.

Since A: G -*• G we may again ask if this imposes restraints on the "inner"

portion of the automorphism. The proof of (III .3) carries through essentially

unchanged except that the matrix units Ej¡ appearing in the proof need to be

replaced by 2yf satisfying the following: If B = [bx,. .. , bn} is a basis of-P*

with dual basis B* = {of, . . . , b*} then S/f is in GL(V) and X/fitt) = b¡. (For

example, take S/7 = T_b.b*Tb.b*.) The technique is the same as O'Meara [11,

pp. 94-95, Theorem 5.5B]. Thus, for the automorphism as described in the pre-

vious paragraph, pV= FF where T is an invertible F-submodule of R.

Since pV= FF where Fis an invertible F-submodule of F, the inner auto-

morphism 4>p given by $p(a) = pap~x carries GL(V) into itself. Thus ($p ° A)(G)

Ç GL(V). But ($p ° A)(a) = a". Hence Im(a) Ç R. For example, for the first

case if X is in F and t = rKb¡bj then (4>p o A)(t) = t° = ra,X)b.bj is in GL(V).

Hence o(X) is in F. Using A-1 on G we produce in a similar fashion an injective

ring morphism 0a: R->R satisfying 0a-a = 1 = 0a a. Thus, a is a ring auto-

morphism of R.

We now restate (IV.9). Observe that by our proofs p depends on the basis

B. We discuss this dependence below.

(VI.10). Theorem. Let A: G -*■ G be a group automorphism. Then there

isa p in GL(V) and a ring automorphism oofR such that either A(a) = p~xa°p

for all a in EB(V) or A(a) = p~xa*ap for all a in EB(V). Further, pV= TV for

some invertible R-submodule of R.

The above results describe the action of A when restricted to EB(V). Let

B = [bx,. . . , bn} and suppose C= {cx,c2.c„} is another basis for V with

r¡B = C where rj(b¡) = c¡. If t = rXb.b* is in EB(V) with X in F, then t¡ti}-1 =

Vxn»*»/n-> = T^ilCf- Th118 riEB(vyrx = EC(V).

Let tx = TjTTj-1. We have A(r) = p~xT°p or A(t) = p~xT*"p. Assume

A(t) = p~xTap. (The second case is handled in a similar fashion.) Then

A(tx) = A^rrj"1) = A(7j)A(t)A(t,)- x = AfoVx TapA(r¡Tx

= A(t?)p" x (T?"J tx vfpMnr1 = A(»?)p- ' (v°rl raxnapA(n)-x

= [riffpA(t?-1)]-1r?[t?0pA(ri-1)].

Set pn = 7j°pA(T?_1). Thus A(rj) = p~xifp for all tj in GI(K). The best situa-

tion occurs when pn = p. We single out this situation with a definition.

A pair (F, 5> is said to be strongly stable if

(a) <F, 5> is stable,

<b) 7X10 = FBO0.
(Recall T(V) denotes the group of transvections, see (II).) This situation
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occurs most often when SL(V) — T(V) = EB(V). Theorem (II.4) provides several

examples of strongly stable rings where SL(V) = EB(V). Also, G. Cooke [5]

recently generalized the Euclidean algorithm to a "¿-stage" algorithm for domains.

Cooke shows that a domain /? possessing a ¿-stage algorithm is a unique factoriza-

tion domain (but not necessarily a principal ideal domain) and has the property

that SL(V) — EB(V). On the other hand, Bass [1] recently exhibited a principal

ideal domain R for which the AT-group KX(R) is not isomorphic to the units /?*

under the determinant map. Thus, SL(V) is not generated in Bass' example by

the group of elementary matrices relative to a fixed basis.

(rV.l 1). Lemma. Let a in V be unimodular and y in V* be suriective with

ipa = 0. Then there is a nonzero divisor X with rXa^ in T(V).

Proof.  Let xx, . . . , xn be a basis for V and <px, . . . , ¡pn be a basis for

V* with a = Xj and ip = ipn.

Let / =£ i.  The image $¡(V) is a fractional R -submodule of R. Let A¡ = {r

in R\rx¡ in V) (coefficient of x¡). Then for X a nonzero divisor in S we have

Miff(V)) G R.   Further we may take the same X for all <£.-, / # i.   Now let ß be a

nonzero divisor in A¡. Set X = Xj3. Then \¡Pj(V)x¡ GA¡x¡ G V. Hence rxí. ¿.(V) Ç V.

(IV.12). Theorem. Let (R, S) be a strongly stable pair. Let A: G -*■ G

be a group automorphism where SL(V) < G < GL(V). Then A(a) = x(&)P~ xo°P

for ail a in G or A(a) = x(a)P~x®*°'p for all a in G, where

(a) o: R—*- R is a ring automorphism,

(b) p is in GL(V) and pV — TV where T is an invertible R-submodule ofR,

(c) x: G -*■ center(G) is a group morphism.

Proof.  Let B be a basis of V.  We assume A has the form A(a) = p~xuap

for all a in EB(V). (The second case is handled in a similar manner.)  Since

</?, 5> is strongly stable T(V) = EB(V) and A(a) = p_1aCTp for aU a in T(V).

Define $: G -> G by $(a) = [pA(o)p~x]°~x. Hence 4<a) = a for aU a

ixiT(V).

Let L - Ra be a line in V. Let \p be surjective in V* with i^a = 0. Then

Ta¡p is in T(V). By the lemma there is a X in 5 with TXaip in T(V).

Let a be in G. Then arx„ ,.a_1 = t . is a transvection in T(V). By

definition of <ï>, <&(tx. „.) = tx„ ,. and <1>(t, , ) = t. ,. The latter

transvection has line o¿ where L = Ra.  On the other hand,

t>(aT\a,va~l) = (*a)((i>r\a,^)(<I>a"1) = T\(*<»)fl.i(*<»)-1

which has line 4>(a)¿.  Thus o¿ = $(a)L, i.e. a_1<J(a): L -*■ L fixes lines. Thus

a_1i>(a) is in /?¿(F)-scalar multiplications. Set a_14>(a) = x(a)- It is straightfor-

ward to verify that x(<*) is in RL(V) and a -* x(«) is a group morphism G -*

center(G).
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